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On December 20-21, at least 20 parties will meet at a hisroric "ali-party" conference ro
determine the process for establishing the constitutional foundation of a post apartheid South
Mrica. The December meeting marks the first in what is expected ro be a series of sessions of the
Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA). The meeting will be held in
Johannesburg and will be chaired by two South Mrican Supreme Court justices, an Indian, Justice
Ismail Mohamed and an Mrikaner, Justice Petrus J. Schabort. International observers will be
present, possibly from the United Nations, the Non-aligned Movement, the Organization of
Mrican Unity, the Commonwealth and the European Community.

The list of party participants will include the once-banned liberation movement the
African National Congress (ANC); the ruling National Party; the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP);
the South African Communist Party (SACP); the Indian Congresses; the Asian and Coloured
parties that have participated in the discredited tricameral Parliament; and representatives from
the nominally independent bantustans and the homelands. The South Mrican government, as such,
will attend only as an observer with no voting rights. Its views will be fully represented, however,
by the National Party delegation.

On December 15 and 16, the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), in a national congress,
decided to boycott the Convention. The PAC questions the ANC's adherence to agreements
made at the October Patriotic Front Conference, and accuses the ANC of reaching unilateral
agreements with the government on critical procedural matters that, in the view of the PAC, have a
substantive impact on the negotiations. Specifically, the PAC objects to the disproportionate
representation given to homeland leaders, considered by the PAC to be government puppets, all of
whom oppose the establishment of a constituent assembly.

Participating parties will have the same number of representatives regardless of their
relative constituent strength. Thus, the liberation movements, recognized by the United Nations
as representing the majority of South Africans, will be in the minority at the Convention.
Representatives from the bantustans and homeland states, therefore, may playa crucial role in
shifting the balance of power within the Convention between the government and the liberation
movements. In the view of the PAC, this will stack the deck in the government's favor.

Although the major independent trade union federations, specifically, the Congress of



South Mrican Trade Unions (COSATU) and the National Council of Trade Unions (NACTU)
have had unquestionable political impact, they will not participate in the Convention. The other
parties that have declined to participate are the right-wing extremist Conservative Party and the
Mrikaner Resistance Movement, and the largely marginalized Azanian People's Organization
(AZAPO), a black consciousness oriented group.

The participating parties have already reached consensus on certain key constitutional
points. For instance, all agree on the need for universal franchise on the basis of one-person-one
vote; a multi-party system; an entrenched Bill of Rights enforced by an independent judiciary and
reincorporation of the bantustans. However, many significant differences remain, particularly on
the issue of governmental structure and the principle of majority-rule. Below are brief profiles of
the four major parties and their positions going into the negotiations.

South African Government-National
Party

Over the past four decades the National
Party led government has presided over the
implementation and enforcement of the
apartheid system. Under the leadership of
President F. W. de Klerk, the National Party
and South Mrican government now seek to
assume the directly conflicting roles of
referee and contender in the transition to a
post-apartheid state.
The current government was elected in a
process that excluded the black majority.
Until last year, the National Party was
closed to non-whites, but now has a small
number of members from the Coloured and
Indian populations.

The African National Congress

The ANC has been considered the premier
liberation movement of South Africa. It is
the oldest, and has had the broadest influence
inside South Mrica and internationally.
The ANC was formed in response to the
imposition by the white government of
restrictive laws. For over three decades, the
ANC has been formally allied with the
South African Communist Party. Since
legalization of both parties in January, 1990,
this al!iance has increasingly become a source
of controversy. The liberation strategy of the
ANC has centered around mass demonst
rations, armed struggle and amassing support
for international sanctions.

Constitution Making Process: Favors
negotiated constitution among major parties;
opposes elected constituent assembly.
Would like to see the Convention for a
Democratic South Africa lead directly to a
coalition government dominated by the NP.

Transitional Authority: The option of
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Constitution Making Process: Favors
constitution drafted by an elected constituent
assembly; opposes negotiated constitution.
Sees the Convention For A Democratic
South Africa playing three limited roles:
deciding on mechanisms leading to an
elected constituent assembly; agreeing on
broad principles for a new constitution; and



[National Party Continued]

a coalition government between the ANC
and NP is being considered with several
variants. Also being considered is the grant
of Cabinet level positions with limited
power to leaders of NP, ANC, IFP and
PAC. D uti e s lim i ted' t 0 de a d lock
arbitration in negotiation process and
advisory role on legislation.

Transition Period: Open ended; possibly as
long as 10 years, involving gradual shift of
power from NP to ANC.

Constitution Proposal: Weak central govt.
wi original powers in regional govts. Execu
tive Branch with "Presidency" consisting of
leaders of the three largest parties. Decisions
made by consensus so that a party represen
ting as little as 10-20% of population can
veto decision of party elected by the
majority. Legislative Branch wltwo houses,
second house elected by system that would
grant minority parties power to veto
legislation of majority parties. Legislation
affecting minority rights to be passed by
super-majority, i.e. 2/3. In local elections,
property owners get weighted votes.

The Pan Africanist Congress

The PAC is the only liberation organization
other than the ANC to enjoy international
support and recognition. The PAC was
formed in
1959 by a group that broke away from the
ANC as a result of differences in political
philosophy and tactics. Recently, the debate
between the two has centered primarily
around the ANC's policy of non-racialism.
However, in other respects, the PAC's
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[African National Congress
Continued]

establishing an interim government.

Transitional Authority: Interim
government formed to displace National
Parcy government.

Transition Period: Six months for all-party
conference and no more than 18 months for
total process.

Constitution Proposal: Strong central govt.;
all regional govt. powers derived froin
Parliament. Executive Branch wlPresident
elected either directly or by Parliament; and
Cabinet headed by Prime Minister
appointed by President. Legislative Branch
wltwo houses of Parliament, one elected on
the basis of national lists and the other on a
regional basis; second house would have
delaying but not veto power. Principle of
majority-rule respected at each level.

The Inkatha Freedom Party

Inkatha was established in 1975 by Chief
Gatsha Buthelezi as a Zulu cultural
organization open to Zulu- speakers assigned
by the South African government to the
KwaZulu bantustan. While opposing
bantustan independence as such, Buthelezi
nevertheless was willing to work within the
system of ethnic politics promoted by the
apartheid system. Since Buthelezi serves as
Chief Minister of KwaZulu with authority



[Pan Mricanist Congress
Continued]

liberation strategy parallels the ANC's.
Like the ANC, the PAC supports sanctions,
mass demonstrations and armed struggle.
Until the ANC/PAC sponsored Patriotic
Front Conference held in October, the PAC
stood aloof from the process of negotiations,
citing a fundamental distrust of the South
Mrican government. It has not announced a
suspension of its armed struggle, although
military activity associated with the PAC
has been a rarity.

Constitution Making Process: Favors
elected constituent assembly; opposes
negotiated constitution. Has demanded for
the Convention For A Democratic South
Africa: more neutral presiding officers, a
venue outside of South Africa and a meeting
open to the media.

Transitional Authority: In t e rim
government/transitional authority from
outside of country, i.e. United Nations or
Organization of African Unity, whose role
would be limited to controlling security
forces, overseeing the electoral process, state
media and aspects of budget and finance.

Transition Period: 18 months

Constitution Proposal: Strong central gove.;
Executive Branch w/President elected by
National Assembly; Cabinet w/ministers
appointed by the President. Legislative
Branch, a one house, National Assembly.
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[Inkatha Freedom Party
Continued]

over the KwaZulu security forces, the IFP
and the KwaZulu government have been
regarded by many as virtually identical.
This view has been reinforced by consistent
and credible reports that during the mid
1980s, Inkatha used the instrumentalities of
the KwaZulu government to increase its
membership. In 1990, Inkatha declared
itself a political organization and changed its
name to the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP).
The IFP portrays itself as the ANC's chief
rival for the political support of the African
population. The IFP condemns the use of
sanctions and armed confrontation as a means
of pressuring the government to end
apartheid. Inkatha has been identified,
however, with increasingly violent attacks
against its detractors, that have lead to over
5,000 deaths. Evidence has recently emerged
which confirms suspicions that the IFP has
received substantial financial support and
military training from the government
security forces.

Constitution Making Process: Favors
negotiated constitution; opposes constituent
assembly.

Transitional Authority: An interim
government involving a coalition of existing
organizations that would include the IFP, i.e.
the ANC, the NP and the IFP.

Transition Period: Open w/ emphasis on
continuity.

Constitution Proposal: Highly
decentralized government; emphasis on
minority group protection; Executive Branch
w / S tat e Pre sid e nt, P rim e Min i ster.
Legislative Branch w/ two houses elected
directly w/ second having veto power; same
structure on local level; decision of central
gove. subject to regional gove. approval.
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